This study evaluates reliability of current technology for measurement of renal arterial blood flow by breath-held velocity-encoded MRI. Overall accuracy was determined by comparing MRI measurements with known flow in controlled flow loop phantom studies. Measurements using prospective and retrospective gating methods were compared in phantom studies with pulsatile flow, not revealing significant differences. Phantom study results showed good accuracy with deviations from true flow consistently below 13% for vessel diameters 3 mm and above. Reproducibility in human subjects was evaluated by repeat studies in six healthy control subjects, comparing immediate repetition of the scan, repetition of the scan plane scouting, and week-toweek variation in repeated studies. The standard deviation in the four-week protocol of repeated in-vivo measurements of single-kidney renal flow in normal subjects was 59.7 ml/min, corresponding with an average coefficient of variation of 10.55%. Comparison of RBF reproducibility with and without gadolinium contrast showed no significant differences in mean or standard deviation. A breakdown among error components showed corresponding marginal standard deviations (coefficients of variation) 23.8 ml/min (4.21%) for immediate repetition of the breath-held flow scan, 39.13 ml/min (6.90%) for repeated plane scouting, and 40.76 ml/min ( 7.20%) for weekly fluctuations in renal blood flow.
Introduction
Renal arterial blood flow (RBF) is an important parameter of kidney function, of interest for a range of kidney diseases including renal artery stenosis 1 , ischemic nephropathy, hypertension, and recently also as early progression marker of polycystic kidney disease (PKD) 2 . The potential of MRI as a non-invasive method for measuring blood flow in-vivo is well-established [3] [4] [5] . Widespread clinical application has been limited by patient motion during imaging, limitations in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and long imaging times. RBF measurement by MRI is a challenging imaging problem. The renal arteries are located at oblique orientation to the aorta, variable among individuals (see Figure 1 ). Kidneys are subject to cardiac, respiratory, and bowel motion, and relatively common accessory arteries are often small and difficult to identify. Several technological innovations have over the years improved clinical feasibility of phase-contrast imaging by MRI, including oblique slice plane definition, ciné flow techniques 6, 7 to allow time-resolved imaging, and fast segmented k-space imaging 8, 9 , now allowing high-resolution breath-held imaging.
Furthermore, SNR has improved greatly by use of phased-array receiver coil technology, and vector electro-cardiographic techniques 10 greatly improved synchronization of the scans with the cardiac cycle. Where just over a decade ago bilateral RBF imaging alone required 45-130 minutes 12, 18 , it currently requires only about 10-15 minutes including flow plane scouting, comfortably allowing inclusion of RBF measurements in 1-hour scan slots. Alternative methods for RBF measurement by MRI are concurrently being explored including quantification of first-pass Gd-contrast perfusion 19 , but these technologies is still under development.
Validation studies for RBF measurement by phase velocity MRI have been reported at various stages of technological maturity [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] 20, 21 , highlighting the importance of several technical advancements. Generally good correlation was shown of MRI with "gold standard" methods for measurement of total or single-kidney RBF, including para-amino hippurate clearance 11, 12, 14, 16, 18 , Doppler ultrasound flow probe measurements 13 , or 99m Tc-DTPA scintigraphy 18 . A comprehensive overview, however, of the reliability of current technique for breath-held renal blood flow measurement by MRI, including all abovementioned technological improvements, is not available in the literature. The importance of good control of respiratory motion was recently underscored by a study 17 on normal human subjects using uncompensated free-breathing methods, reporting limited success rate and poor reproducibility with coefficients of variation (CV) of 15-25%. In light of this, despite the fact that breath-held phase velocity RBF imaging is considered a reliable and mature technology by many experts in the field, more comprehensive validation data are required for broad clinical acceptance. Information about reliability and error levels are also critical for successful design and power analysis for use of RBF measurement in clinical investigations of specific renal diseases.
The present study had two specific aims: (1) to determine the accuracy of current technique for breath-hold ciné PC-MRI imaging for renal artery blood flow through controlled phantom studies, and (2) to test and analyze reproducibility limits of these methods in-vivo through analysis of repeat scans on normal volunteers. In this study, RBF imaging was performed in "turn-key" fashion, i.e., using commercially available instrumentation and software for imaging and flow analysis.
Materials and Methods

Experimental Design
Flow Phantom MRI Data: Accuracy of MRI Methods for RBF Measurement-Evaluation of the accuracy of ciné phase velocity mapping was performed using simulation phantoms in computer-controlled flow loops. MRI flow in a flow phantom ( Figure 2a ) was compared to carefully timed fluid collection for steady flow to evaluate best-case accuracy of the imaging protocol, and to programmed pulsatile flow with a simulated renal arterial flow waveform (see Figure 3 ) to evaluate more specifically suitability for RBF. The pulsatile-flow study also compared imaging with prospective and retrospective ECG gating.
Figures 2b,c show example flow phantom images.
Human Subject Data: Modeling of random errors in Renal Blood Flow measurement-Our human subject experiments for this study involved repeated quantitative flow imaging in six normal volunteer subjects (see Figure 3d -e). Each subject underwent an MRI study during four successive weeks, and in each study blood flow in the renal arteries was measured multiple times, with and without repetition of the scouting process to define the flow plane.
We can model a renal blood flow estimate f̂ as the sum f̂ = f + ε of the true flow f and a random noise term ε. In addition to evaluation of overall short-term reproducibility of RBF, this scan protocol allows analysis of three individual error terms in the measurement: ε = ε r +ε P +ε φ (See Figure 4 ). In this model ε r represents all random effects in the MRI flow scan and image analysis. The plane scouting error ε P specifically embodies variations due to the flow plane definition process, and ε φ represents "physiological noise", i.e., normal shortterm fluctuations in actual blood flow assuming no clinical changes in renal function. Immediate repetition of the MRI scan at the same plane location allows isolated analysis of ε r . Repetition of the scan including the plane scouting process can reveal the spread in (ε r + ε P ). The sequence of weekly repeat MRI studies can provide insight into the composite measurement error ε and allow isolation of physiological fluctuations ε φ , although it should be recognized that it may generally not be possible to completely decouple this noise from all measurement errors. Isolated estimates of the standard deviation of each individual error component may be obtained by assumption of statistical independence of the underlying processes.
Physiological fluctuations ε φ may be controlled to some degree by subject compliance with a stricter dietary and fluid intake protocol prior to the scan, but residual noise may ultimately determine limits in the diagnostic value of renal blood flow. The error in definition of the flow plane has historically been considered a limiting factor in reliability of quantitative flow mapping. This was particularly challenging in the days before oblique plane scouting was readily available, but even today the problem of double-oblique plane definition, orthogonal to a curving blood vessel, is still not considered a trivial matter. Quantification of this noise term is of interest to determine if improvements in methods or software for slice plane scouting are still relevant, based on a comparison with other random noise effects (ε r ), which incorporate all fluctuations associated with an immediately repeated experiment for flow imaging. Such effects include measurement noise and operator interactions in image analysis, but also some physiological terms like differences in breath-hold position, with associated air and blood pressure differentials. Inter-operator variability in the image analysis has also historically been recognized as a possible factor in overall reproducibility, and can be isolated by repeated processing of the same image data. Results of such an analysis have been published previously for a very similar RBF imaging protocol 2 , reporting excellent intra-observer and inter-observer CV for total renal blood flow of 1.3% and 2.5%, respectively. In this study these effects are modeled as part of the random measurement errors component ε r .
The influence of Gd-DTPA contrast on the renal flow measurement was also investigated. The higher signal due to T1 shortening may improve the SNR of the RBF measurement, possibly manifested in a reduction in the standard deviation for immediately repeated RBF measurements. Moreover, injection of a freely filtered agent may have an effect on actual blood flow, resulting in a change in observed mean flow. To investigate these effects, all RBF measurements were performed prior to contrast injection and repeated 10 minutes after injection of contrast.
MRI Methods
All MRI studies were performed on a 1.5T Philips Gyroscan Intera scanner (Philips Medical Systems, Cleveland, OH), software release 8 (phantom data) or 10.3.1 (human volunteer studies), both prior to the incorporation of the Maxwell Correction for concomitant gradient field effects in the application software. In order to minimize gradient nonlinearity effects, the flow plane FOV was always centered at the site of the renal artery, and the flow plane center was in all cases placed at the table position of the isocenter of the magnet.
Renal Artery Scouting-Following a rough scout scan to determine the location and extent of the kidneys and the descending aorta, the location of the renal arteries (RA) was revealed by a breath-held oblique coronal breath-held bFFE scan (TR=3ms, TE=1ms, flip angle 60 degrees, 256×256 reconstruction matrix, see Figure 1a ), aligned with the descending aorta. From this scan the angle of the RA's with the horizontal plane was also read. The posterior angulation of the RA's was observed in a subsequent axial scan (see Figure 1b ). In sporadic difficult cases, where these views did not provide definitive localizing information, additional scout images are acquired with oblique angiographic views capturing a segment of the RA in the slice plane, using gradient echo or the same bFFE imaging protocols.
Quantitative Flow Imaging-All velocity-encoded images were acquired, unless indicated otherwise, using prospective vector-cardiographic (VCG) gating without view sharing, by a FE-EPI (multi-shot echo-planar) single-slice imaging sequence with 7 lines per segment (i.e. 7 EPI echoes following each RF pulse) , with 12-24 phases across the cardiac cycle, depending on heart rate, with typically 65-85% coverage of the cardiac cycle. Scan parameters: TR=18-27ms (temporal resolution: 2×TR); TE=9-11ms; excitation angle 35°; 192-224 phase encoding views, and 448 (2× over-sampled) readout samples on a 200 mm field of view; NEX=1; VENC=100 cm/s, adjusted if velocity aliasing was observed in the flow maps; 6 mm slice thickness; readout bandwidth: 92 Hz/pixel. Only the standard prescan procedures were used for shimming, tuning, and matching. The imaging time was 20 to 30 seconds, depending on heart rate. A four-element body synergy receiver coil was used in all studies. Parallel imaging was not used; the background phase error correction in the application software was turned off for all scans. Figure 2 shows example images of a flow phantom (a,b) and a normal volunteer (c,d). When occasional severe signal loss was observed during systole, this often indicated oblique angle between RA and flow plane, usually remedied by carefully repeating the plane scouting.
Flow Analysis
All obtained sequences and Flow maps were analyzed on a Blade 100 workstation (Sun MicroSystems, Sunnyvale, Ca), following transfer of the DICOM images from the scanner. The FLOW software was used for all flow analyses (Leiden University Medical Center/ MEDIS Inc., Leiden, The Netherlands).
Vessel flux values at all time points of the cardiac cycle were calculated by integration of pixel velocities across lumen cross-sections, defined interactively in a semi-automated fashion. The flow per heart cycle was calculated by integration of the flux values over the cardiac cycle using a trapezoid rule (i.e., by linear interpolation between sample points), the RR interval recorded in the DICOM image files, and the image delay times also stored with the image data (see Figure 3b ). The blood flow per minute was obtained by multiplication of the stroke volume by the heart rate.
The vessel border was defined manually, drawn on the velocity map images, in one single frame of the sequence (phantom scans) or every fourth frame in the image sequence (human subjects). The FLOW software automatically generates the missing contours for the remaining frames. This segmentation was followed by manual inspection, and if necessary further manual correction. Vessel border definition typically requires 2-5 minutes of operator time per scan. The remainder of the analysis procedure is fully automatic and completes in seconds.
Background subtraction to compensate for offset errors in the velocity map was applied "as needed", i.e., whenever mean velocity in (static) background regions, sampled once or twice per study, exceeded the standard deviation in the same region. To test this condition, the background region was drawn in the first frame of a sequence in an approximately annular shape, surrounding the RA with a annulus width and distance similar to the RA diameter. If the mean background velocity was significantly non-zero (i.e., exceeded a threshold of 1-2 standard deviations in the distribution within the ROI) the ROI was copied to all frames, and the mean background velocity was subtracted from the vessel velocity.
Flow Loop/Phantom Simulations
The accuracy of flow measurements was studied with vessel simulation phantoms made of Poly-Vinyl Alcohol (PVA) 22 . A block of solid-gel PVA was constructed by pouring a solution of 30% (weight) of PVA (Sigma Aldrich, Inc., Saint Louis, MO) in water into a Lexan mold (Figure 2a ), followed by 4 freeze/thaw cycles (12 hours at -20°C/12 hours at 20°C) to obtain desired firmness. Straight, parallel flow channels, with diameters sampling the range of human RA 16 , were formed by inserting Lexan rods in the PVA, which were removed after hardening. The phantom used in steady-flow experiments contained six diameters 3.18 mm, 4.76 mm, 6.35 mm, 7.94 mm, 9.53 mm, and 11.1 mm. A second version of the phantom, used for pulsatile-flow studies, added an additional channel with diameter 2.1 mm to simulate smaller accessory renal arteries. A total flow range of 50-1200 ml/min was selected based on values found in literature 2, 12, 14, 16, 17, 18 .
One channel of the phantom was connected at a time to a flow loop of stiff mesh-core acrylic hose. A mix of 40% Glycerin and 60% purified water was used as flow media to mimic blood viscosity (≈ 3.5 mPa.s). The PVA phantom was connected distal to a straight tube segment to obtain fully developed flow at the flow plane site. (Table I) , and measurements for each flow rate were obtained at two flow plane sites (three for the 11.11 mm channel).
Steady-flow experiments-For
Pulsatile-Flow experiments-The pulsatile flow system was driven by a MRIcompatible computer-controlled flow pump (CardioFlow 1000 MR; Shelley, Toronto, Canada), specified stable within 0.1 ml/s 23 . An input waveform was constructed from timeand amplitude-scaled averaging of flow curves from MRI renal arterial blood flow studies on 10 normal and 10 PKD patient subjects (see Figure 3a ). This waveform corresponds well with normal RBF waveforms in the literature 8, 12, 16 featuring forward-only flow with a narrow fading systolic peak, followed by a smaller second velocity peak or plateau, then decreasing diastolic flow. The input flow waveform was scaled by the pump controller to the desired flow rate. Despite best efforts to minimize the flow loop length and use of stiff materials, the flow loop system response introduced some unavoidable losses at higher frequencies, resulting in delay and smoothing of the input waveform at the observation sites in the phantom (an example is shown in Figure 3b ). This smoothing did not affect total actual flow per cycle/minute. A synchronized trigger pulse signal was generated by the pump's computer to simulate ECG-gating at a heart rate of 60 bpm. Table II lists the pulsatile flow rates sampled for each diameter. All pulsatile-flow measurements were performed at least twice, once using prospective gating, and once more using retrospective gating. For most channel diameters more than one measurement was obtained for each flow rate. In some occasions measurements which upon review were found contaminated by RF interference artifacts (see Figure 2b ,c) near the flow channel were excluded. The second column of Table V shows the total number of flow scans analyzed for each channel.
Normal Volunteer Studies. Six healthy adult subjects, (4 male, 2 female, ages 24-39) without known current or past renal disease, current medications, or other illnesses, were recruited, following informed consent per IRB-approved and HIPAA-compliant protocol. Normal kidney function was confirmed before every MRI exam by serum creatinine < 1.1 mg/dl and normal urinalysis. Further eligibility criteria included the absence of common MR imaging contra-indications (pacemaker, metal implants, claustrophobia, pregnancy). Each volunteer underwent four one-hour MRI scans at one-week intervals. Scans were scheduled in the mornings following 12-hour fast and 24-hour alcohol abstinence. Prior to MRI, vital signs were recorded, pregnancy and kidney function tests were performed, and an IV catheter was inserted in preparation for contrast agent administration. Blood pressure was recorded at baseline upon enrollment and before and after each MRI exam to screen out any events affecting kidney function.
Subjects were screened for MRI safety, instructed on breath-holding, and prepared with ECG electrodes and respiration sensors. Following plane scouting, left and right renal flow scans were acquired, each repeated immediately. Either the left or right RBF scan was repeated following re-definition of flow plane, again followed by immediate repetition. This scan repetition protocol was alternated between the left and right side from week to week. Next, 0.1 mmol/kg of a Gadolinium DTPA agent (Omniscan, GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI) was administered intravenously by power injector at a rate of 1 ml/s. Ten minutes postcontrast the entire quantitative flow imaging protocol was repeated, including flow plane scouting.
Statistical Methods
Flow Phantom Data-Fluid displacement volumes (steady flow) and programmed flow rates (pulsatile flow) were considered "gold standard" in evaluation of accuracy of calculated MRI flow rates. Bland-Altman analysis 25 was used to assess the agreement between fluid displacement and MRI flow measurements, further evaluated by computing Lin's concordance correlation coefficient (CCC) 26 which measures the variation of two or more fixed sets of measurements from the "concordance line" of identity. The Bradley-Blackwood method 27 was used for testing the equivalence of sets of paired measurements to compare flow from the same data with and without background correction in steady-flow phantom MRI data, and to compare the same flow observed using prospective and retrospective ECG gating in pulsatile-flow phantom MRI scans.
In-vivo normal human subject data-Average RBF for each session was correlated with vital systolic and diastolic blood pressure, heart rate, and serum creatinine measurements links after individual baseline correction of all these variables.
No suitable "gold standard" technique exists for in-vivo testing of renal blood flow.
Therefore, reliability was evaluated by analysis of reproducibility in repeated measurements. The subject population of this study, which was not designed as a clinical study, was too small for a linear mixed model with random subjects to fully differentiate the variance within the data. We used the well-known premise from probability theory 29 that the sum of two normally distributed, independent, random variables with standard deviations σ 1 and σ 2 , is also normally distributed with standard deviation , to further characterize the individual error components. The unknown truth values were removed from repeated measurements of the same true flow by analyzing the distribution of pair-wise differences. The standard deviation in single measurements of the same flow is estimated as the standard deviation in the difference of two measurements, divided by √2. It appears reasonable to assume independence (orthogonality) of random noise, repeated flow plane scouting, and fluctuations in actual flow, as three individual error components. The spread in the isolated effect of repeated plane scouting is thus estimated as , where σ ε is the standard deviation of flow estimates, repeated including plane scouting. Similarly, the standard deviation σ φ of physiological fluctuation is calculated as where σ E is the spread in averaged measurements (with composite error ε E ) analyzed from pair-wise differences between four weekly values for each kidney. These values are computed for each week from a total of four averaged RBF measurements, i.e., two at each of two flow plane scouting locations. Table I. A Bradley-Blackwood test yielded a significance of p=0.28 for comparative analysis with and without background correction, indicating that for these data background correction neither improved nor degraded these flow measurements. Figure 7 shows the spread in all RBF measurements within and across the four weekly scans for each kidney in all six subjects.
Results
Steady Flow Phantom Studies
Pulsatile Flow Phantom Studies
Discussion
The results of this study show that current breath-held MRI technology for measuring renal blood flow, using 200 mm FOV, 192 or more phase encodings, and 12 or more phases per cardiac cycle, is quite accurate in phantom experiments, and had good reproducibility under repeated imaging in normal adults.
Phantom experiments with steady flow showed excellent agreement with gold-standard fluid displacement measurements. These results show that fast MRI velocity-encoded imaging sequences are capable of accurately quantifying flow within reasonable breath-held imaging times. Experiments with pulsatile flow simulating RBF wave forms confirm very similar accuracy estimates, indicating that breath-held MRI has adequate temporal resolution for measuring renal flow. These experiments also reveal that current technique may be less suitable for blood vessel diameters less than 3mm, where we observed underestimation of flow. This observation, likely associated with increasing phase averaging/partial volume errors at the vessel boundaries, was only apparent in our data in the measurements at 2.1 mm diameter. Phantom measurements in vessels 3 mm or larger reliably measured flow within 10-13% of true values or better, and with a standard deviation of about 22.6 ml/min in differences from truth. These observations reflect the whole body FOV constraints for RBF imaging, as well as the number of phase encodings and time points that can be sampled within a breath-hold interval.
Patient safety with gadolinium contrast agents have been the subject of considerable discussion in recent years, especially for imaging of severe renal disease [30] [31] [32] . Gadolinium agents are linked to a rare but serious condition now known as Nephrogenic Systemic Fibrosis (NSF). This discovery is resulting in ongoing review of indications and dosage for gadolinium contrast. Our experiments in normal subjects were conducted prior to this recent awareness. No adverse events were reported in this study, and none of the subjects were in categories currently considered at risk for this complication. Moreover, our studies indicate that reproducibility of RBF in healthy subjects was equivalent in MRI with and without contrast, suggesting that use of Gd-DTPA contrast is not of critical importance for reliable quantitative flow measurement in renal arteries. The similarity of reproducibility statistics for imaging with and without contrast also suggests that occasionally observed signal loss in non-contrast imaging usually does not have a detrimental effect on non-contrast quantitative flow measurement.
Analysis of repeated scans on healthy volunteers shows good immediate reproducibility, with estimated standard deviation σ r =23.84 ml/min, and a CV of 4.21%. This indicates that the breath-held imaging protocol meets with good compliance in subjects who are not severely ill, and the impact of pressure differences etc. on RBF in repeat breath-hold scans is limited. An isolated estimate of repeat scan plane scouting error, a technologist skill factor, is slightly higher at σ P =39.12 ml/min (CV=6.9%), approximately of the same magnitude as the estimated weekly spread in actual RBF (σ φ =40.77 ml/min, CV=7.20%). Let us here cautiously interpret the estimated weekly spread in the 4-week repeat RBF scan protocol in our subjects to represent the actual average normal variation in true RBF over such a period. These results, compared with over-all variability in single measurements of single-kidney flow with estimated average standard deviation of σ=59.77 ml/min (CV=10.55%), suggest that further improvement of plane scouting technique may possibly reduce over-all standard deviation by at most approximately 15 ml/min, were the re-scouting error with spread σ r =39.12 ml/min to be eliminated completely: σ=√(59.77 2 -39.12 2 )=45.19 ml/min. This corresponds with a 25% reduction of the over-all CV from 10.55% to approximately 8% of the mean RBF. Expanding on this analysis of error factors, improving the measurement by averaging a large number of immediately repeated breath-held RBF scans at the same scouting location may theoretically be expected to result in a modest reduction of about 5ml/ min in σ: √(59.77 2 -23.84 2 )=54.80 ml/min, with a corresponding reduction of the over-all CV to about 9.7% of mean RBF.
The large contribution of week-to-week variability in renal blood flow measurement is not completely surprising. In healthy controls, day-to-day variability in renal function measured by creatinine or iothalamate clearance reaches 10-15% 33 , and is driven primarily by changes in renal blood flow. The sources contributing to this variability are derived primarily from variation in dietary solute intake including sodium, potassium and protein. The studies performed here were done following a 12-hour fast but without a rigorous "prescribed diet". This may account for much of the week-to-week variability.
This study is inherently limited in the sense that it can only present a snapshot of current technology, while imaging technology is still improving at a reasonably rapid pace. In addition, the subject population in this study is small and consists of only healthy subjects without known renal disease. Therefore accuracy and in-vivo reproducibility may be somewhat worse in renal patients, who may have narrowed vessels and/or compromised flow rates. Nevertheless, the study presents valuable and relatively comprehensive benchmarking results for current RBF measurement technology. The data presented here should help facilitate effective design of clinical studies and imaging protocols for further validation and use of the RBF measurement for specific clinical applications. In general our data suggest that within reasonable limitations breath-held RBF measurement by MRI may be considered a viable and stable technology with current technique. In comparison, a study by Bax et al. 17 , observed RBF in volunteers and patients with free-breathing MRI, reported substantially lower success rate (78-85%) and greater variability (CV 17% for immediate repetition, 23% with repeated scouting). The hybrid FE/EPI segmented sequence used in this work is fast and therefore well-suited for breath-held imaging with good temporal resolution, but may be more sensitive to shimming or flow artifacts than segmented gradient echo methods in highly turbulent flow as may be encountered near stenosis. Measurement of stenotic flow may be most reliable safely distal to the stenosis, if this is an option. Overall, breath-held ciné imaging appears to be the method of choice for RBF measurement by current MRI technology.
Conclusions
Current breath-held MRI technology for renal arterial blood flow measurement was validated by phantom flow studies and repeat MRI studies of normal volunteer subjects. Good accuracy was shown for controlled blood flow measurement in vessels with diameters of 3 mm and greater. Reproducibility of blood flow in adult healthy volunteer subjects was found good. Gadolinium contrast was found not to have significant influence on the renal blood flow measurements. Retrospective and prospective ECG gating showed equivalent results in pulsatile phantom studies. Factors related to technical and operator skills in the imaging process were found to have a similar contribution to the over-all variability in repeated renal flow measurements as the effect of week-to-week variations. These findings suggest that any further maturation of imaging technology and operator skills can decrease the variability in measurements by approximately 25%, with the remaining spread of approximately 8% of mean RBF predominantly due to physiological sources. Various sources of noise in renal blood flow measurement by MRI, measured and estimated in this study. Variability in RBF measurements for each kidney across the four weekly scans. All measurements in each of four weekly scans are shown together. Data from consecutive weeks are shown left-to-right for one kidney in each of the columns. 
